Introduction
(a) The purpose of this paper is to extend to quasi-conformal mappings the following distortion theorem for conformal mappings in the unit disk B 2 of R 2 , a theorem due to Pommerenke. In this statement, I(z) is, for 2 6 B 2 , the interval of B 2 centered at z/| z | of length 2 n (1 -1 z |). THEOREME [9] . -There is a universal constant C>0 such that if f: B 2 -»• R 2 is a conformal mapping, then, for every zeB 2 
, there exists a non euclidean segment y from z to !(z) such that

Length (/ (y)) ^ C distance (/ (z), 8 f (B 2 )).
Before giving the precise results, we set some preliminary notations and results.
For x € R", n ^ 2. let | x \ be the euclidean norm of x. For r > 0, y(x, r)={^elR''; |^-x|<r}, =^(0,1) and S^^SB 11 .
If £c:R" and xeR", d(x, E) is the distance from x to £. If £cR" is measurable, we note m(E) its Lebesgue measure; cr stands for Lebesgue measure on S"" 1 and a^-i =a(S n~l ). For a real n x n matrix A, let |A|=sup,^-i|Ax|.
If ftcR" is open and /: Q -»-R" is in the Sobolev space W^^(Q), Df(x) will denote the Jacobian matrix of /, defined almost everywhere, and J(;c./)=detD/(x). For X^ 1, a continuous one-to-one mapping/: ft -»R" is said to be Kquasiconformal if feW^^(Cl) and if
For xeS"" 1 , we define the cone with vertex x as r(x)={^6B";|^-jc[<3(l-H)}.
If F: B" -^ R" is any function, the non-tangential maximal function of F is defined as
If z e B", we define the « cap » S (z) as
Let M be the group of Mobius self-maps of B". If zeB", z^O, we define T r^= (l^FKx-zHx-zpz izn^z/izi^ -then T^eM and TJz)=0. We will need the following elementary results, the proof of which we omit:
(2) T, (S (z)) always contains an hemisphere, 
Adapting an idea of B. DA vis and J. LEWIS [2] , we will show in a moment that Theorem 1 is a corollary of the following, of independent interest:
Assuming Theorem 2 is true, let us prove Theorem 1. So let/: B" -»-R" be a K-quasiconformal mapping and zeB"; put g^f°T; 1 : Applying Theorem 2 to g, we see that for every M>0,
Now choose M large enough so that (C/Af)^(cy,,,i)/4. By (2) there exists then jce 7^(5 (z)) such that
Lg(x)^Md(f(z\8f(y)\
and this proves (5) with y= 77
The main tools in proving Theorem 2 will be Theorem 3, due to P. Jones, which we discuss in Part 2, and an estimate for the nontangential maximal function /*, which is proved in part 3. This paper was written during a stay at the University of Michigan. I would like to thank Professor F. Gehring for his invitation and the constant help he gave me during my stay. I also would like to thank Professor T. Iwaniec for many helpful conversations.
2. Let / be as in Theorem 2. Performing a preliminary translation, we may assume that/does not vanish in B" and that
We will say that a function g : B" -*-R" -{0} satisfies Harmack property if there exists a constant C(g)>0, called the Hamack constant of g, such that:
then f satisfies Harnack property with a constant depending only on K and n.
Proof. -By the special distortion theorem for quasiconformal mappings [4] , there exists C(K, n)>0 such that
and 
) with \\u\\^o^C(n)\\u\\(
Varopoulos proves Theorem 4 for n=2 only, but his argument is easily seen to extend to the general case.)
From Theorems 3 and 4, it follows that if/: B"-^ ^''-{O} is X-quasiconformal, then ||Log|/(rx)|||^o(5"-»)^C(X,n),
for O^r^ 1. If we now apply the John and Nirenverg inequality [7] and Lemma 1, we get
In the case n=2 and/conformal, (11) implies that/is in the Hardy space H P (B 1 ), so that/^eL^S"" 1 ), and Theorem 2 follows in this particular case. In the general case, we need an extra argument, provided by the next section. 
Then^^)
=U,^(X)5(Z).
